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Liberty Valley Chapter
Updated 2017 Fall / Winter Newsletter

Congratulations to the Liberty Valley 
2018 Executive Committee & Board of Directors! 

Executive Committee 
President – Donna Arobone, Vanguard Group 

Secretary – Donna Jacobs, University of Pennsylvania 
Treasurer – Millard Jackson, Cerner Corporation 

Board of Directors 
Education & Seminars – Michael Harding, Automotive Resources

International  
Information – Melody Wen, Chubb 

Membership – Stephanie Marjoram, BC in the Cloud 
Programs – Jeremy Gudgeon, Vanguard Group 

Programs – Trish Knowles, Vanguard Group 
Public Relations – Amy Lane, SEI 

  
Special thanks to Ginnie Stouffer for serving as the Information Director for the
past several years! Ginnie always kept the website up-to-date and her time and

dedication to the Chapter is much appreciated! 

Thank you to Brian Mackay, Al Konjusky, and TaraLee Kepner for serving on the
2017 Election Committee!

The last 2 Liberty Valley Chapter meetings took an in-depth
look into Day 1 and Day 2 impacts, focusing on Pandemic as

well as other workplace incidents. 

Please find the brief meeting summaries below. 

Southeastern Pennsylvania Regional Business Continuity
Summit

Thursday, September 14, 2017 

Penn State Great Valley, Malvern, PA

http://mailchi.mp/3ee0804d5643/liberty-valley-acp-2nd-quarter-2017-newsletter-1286869?e=[UNIQID]
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Public Health Emergencies – Impact of Pandemic Disease and Considerations for

Businesses 
 

Dr. Steve Alles, Director of Disease Control, City of Philadelphia

The Division of Disease Control within the Philadelphia Department of Public Health (PDPH) works to
prevent, control and report on diseases and conditions that are contagious and/or affect the public’s
health. They also help people to prepare for public health emergencies, and educate the community about
how to stay safe and healthy. 

Public Health Emergencies can occur when there is an infectious disease outbreak, which is detected
when sick people present themselves to a health care provider and are diagnosed, incubation period has
elapsed, and exposures/source is determined based on investigation. These types of events can last for
weeks or months. During this time, press coverage provides fragmented information and the risk to the
public is poorly understood. Dr. Alles mentioned that emerging viruses or new global pathogens are
difficult to assess due to a number of factors: no diagnostic tests exist, treatment/prevention may not be
available, poor understanding of transmission and many locations could be affected at the same time
causing resources to be scarce. 

Pandemic Influenza planning in Philadelphia began back in 2006 with the creation of the first plan which
was in response to a H5N1 bird flu threat and the 2004-2005 seasonal influenza vaccine shortage. Then
in 2009/2010, the H1N1 Pandemic occurred which led to a mass vaccination response and an After Action
Report and an Antiviral Distribution Plan. In 2012, the Plan was updated based on lessons learned from
the H1N1 Pandemic and the MERS-CoV risk. In 2013, the PDHP coordinated a full scale pandemic
exercise that tested communication and coordination, case and contact management, isolation,
quarantine, and infection control for public transportation. 

The PDPH’s 10 departments are included in Philadelphia’s Continuity of Operations (COOP) Plan. The
COOP Plan serves as a Departmental resource to define and prioritize PDPH business functions across
all the Divisions. It also establishes a timeline for rapid recovery from disasters and provides a scalable
framework for PDPH to restore business function for all hazards. 

In conclusion, Dr. Alles stressed with the audience that the following items should be considered within
your plan:

Essential functions and stratify based on importance
Communications to employees, partners, clients, etc.
Solutions to maintain a workforce
Employee behavioral health support
Information sources - government agencies, etc.

For more information, visit http://www.phila.gov/health/diseasecontrol/.

 
Bio-Recovery  

Scott Vogel, Partner, Director of Operations, Emergi-Clean, Inc. 
 

Scott Vogel, Certified Bio Recovery Master (CBRM), Emergi-Clean, Inc. highlighted the importance of
hiring the right company to come into your business to handle biological hazards. Situations that have
created bio-hazards are not always easy to deal with and having a plan in place is essential because a
regular company cleaning crew is most likely not equipped to clean up these types of situations properly. 

A couple of important items to consider when establishing a plan for Bio-Recovery:

What is the need? When would you call someone like Emergi-Clean?

http://www.phila.gov/health/diseasecontrol/
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Choose the right vendor. Do they have certifications/licenses, proper insurance? What is their
pricing structure? Availability? Confidentiality?
Create protocols for these types of events
Training / Awareness

Pandemic Planning Presentations and Panel Discussion 

Attendees enjoyed hearing from the below panelists regarding their company's pandemic planning
initiatives. The diverse panel provided various perspectives from both the public and private sector.

Brian Donadio, Moderator (Vanguard)
Dr. Ann Peterka (Hoffmann La Roche)
Dr. Robbie LaRocca (Merck & Co., Inc.)
Ginnie Stouffer (Aforethought Consulting LLC)
Donna Jacobs (University of Pennsylvania)
Scott Vogel (Emergi-Clean)
Bill Kelbaugh (PECO)
Mark Lee (PGW)
Scott Sauer (SEPTA)

For additional information, please review the presentation slides.

Dr. Steve Alles, City of Philadelphia Scott Vogel, Emergi-Clean, Inc.

http://chapters.acp-international.com/images/libertyvalley/Presentation_Slides_Sept2017_SEPA_Task_Force_Panel_Discussion.pdf%C2%A0
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Pictured above:

Panelists and Moderator
ACP Liberty Valley Chapter Board, SEPA Regional Task Force and the Presenters 
L to R: Ginnie Stouffer, Bill Kelbaugh, Trish Knowles, Donna Jacobs, Dr. Steve Alles,
Donna Arobone, Bill Turner, Amy Lane, Michael Harding, Scott Vogel, Mark Lee, Millard
Jackson, Stephanie Marjoram, Dr. Ann Peterka, Jeremy Gudgeon, Dr. Robbie LaRocca

Chapter Meeting
Wednesday, November 15 

Hosted and sponsored by Vanguard Group, Malvern, PA

 
 Overview of Vanguard Business Continuity Management 

Day 2  Response Planning 

Michael Curry, Principal, Vanguard Group 
 

Mike Curry set up the presentations for the day as the attendees were asked to think about their Day 2
Response to a significant event that impacts their business. What do they need to think about?
Preparing is key. 

Vanguard employs a Business Continuity Flywheel to assist with their overall program:

Reduce Risk
Respond
Recover
Restore
Improve
Exploit & Preempt

Day 2 and beyond, businesses should be focusing on recovering and restoring. Recovery is getting back
to a normal performance level, but not necessarily original performance. Restoration will get the business
back to original performance. 
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Mike indicated that after an incident, such as a workplace violence event, business may return but to a
“new normal”. A couple of items to highlight as it relates to Day 2 and beyond:

Behavioral implications
Practicing different situations can make people more comfortable
Utilizing people in critical roles that can handle those types of situations
Realizing that employees will be managing their grief, stress and emotions

Extended Business Impact
May have limited use of business resources with timeframes to recover shortened
Understand facility clean-up
Managing Post-event activities

Managing the “New Normal”
Getting people back to work when ready
Management should be visible, accessible, and communicate clearly
Leveraging Employee Assistance Programs (EAP)

Day Two: Anticipating the Behavioral Response to Disasters & Emergencies 

Integrating the Human Element in Business Continuity Plans 

Steve Crimando, Principal, Behavioral Science Applications 
 

“People do not rise to the occasion. They fall to their training.” 

How do we use behavioral assumptions about how people react in a crisis to mature a BC Program? 

Understanding behavioral sciences can lead to a more complete explanation for why people behave in a
certain way in disasters, emergencies, and violent incidents. 

A few highlights from Steve’s discussion:

B = f(P, E) is Lewin’s equation, which states that behavior (B) is a function (f) of the person (P) in
their environment (E). 
Stress versus performance – How do you know at what point a person passes a certain stress
level to impact performance? People can experience task saturation and there should be a Duty of
Care for Crisis Team Members.
Exercise Planning and Scenarios – What type of reaction does the scenario create?
It is impossible to unscare people.
Operationlaize the event. 

Learn more: https://www.behavioralscienceapps.com

 
When Tragedy Strikes - Helping Your Employees 

Mary Dougherty-Hunt, Senior Vice President, Carebridge Corporation

Employee Assistance Programs (EAP) address the emotional needs and well-being of employees. Mary
highlighted some of the common tragedies that employees can be impacted by: natural disasters,
workplace incidents (homicides, suicides, death of a co-worker. EAPs can help bridge the gap between
the recovery plan in place for the company and the recovery of the individual. Mary encouraged attendees
to practice empathy and compassion during incidents and be present in the moment. Normal reactions to
incidents can be both physical and cognitive. People can become exhausted when dealing with trauma
and learning how to assess physical symptoms is important. Employees can react very differently to the
situation based on how strongly they are impacted. 

Employers can provide assistance that is truly beneficial to their people (Shelter, food, pay, flexible hours,
and referrals for emotional support). Allow time for connection and conversation; demonstrate tolerance
and acceptance of emotions. 

Learn more: http://www.carebridge.com/ 

https://www.behavioralscienceapps.com/
http://www.carebridge.com/
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Soul Care. A Journey Toward Healing The Wounded Soul 

Chaplain (Colonel) David Smith, U.S. Army, Retired, Coordinator, Soul Care Initiative, JustPeace

Soul Care's mission is to address the needs of the whole person as they journey towards well-being and
healing after a traumatic event. Emotional, psychological, spiritual, social and physical are all important
aspects of a person’s overall well-being. 

Trauma can impact our core belief of safety. Chaplain Smith experienced four near-death events while
deployed to Iraq from December 2003-February 2004. He returned from war changed and began his
journey to heal all types of wounds which resulted from his experiences. Chaplain Smith and Soul Care
provide resources and collaborate on the cultivation of spiritual care and resiliency for veterans and their
families. 

For more information: 
http://www.soulcareinitiative.org/ 
https://justpeaceumc.org/
 

http://www.soulcareinitiative.org/
https://justpeaceumc.org/
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Pictured L to R from the top left:

Mike Curry, Vanguard Group
Steve Crimando, Behavioral Science Applications
Mary Dougherty-Hunt, Carebridge Corporation
Chaplain (Colonel) David Smith, US Army, Retired, Coordinator, Soul Care Initiative,
JustPeace
Liberty Valley ACP Chapter Board and Presenters

Front row: Mary Dougherty-Hunt, Donna Arobone, Donna Jacobs, Trish Knowles,
Amy Lane, Millard Jackson
Back row: Stephanie Marjoram, Mike Curry, Chaplain (Colonel) David Smith,
Retired, Jeremy Gudgeon, Steve Crimando

Congratulations to Jeremy Gudgeon, the recipient of the 
2017 Liberty Valley MVP Award!

This was Jeremy’s first year on the Liberty Valley ACP Board as Co-Director of Programs. During
Jeremy’s first year, he has secured phenomenal speakers and has expanded the breadth of recovery
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related topics that extend the norms of traditional business continuity. Because of the diverse topics he
has brought to the chapter meetings, we’ve seen a great deal of new faces at our meetings and therefore
more interest in memberships. 
  
Jeremy is professional, poised, thorough, and articulate. He ensures every detail of every meeting is up to
par, including the spelling within the speakers’ presentations. He meets with the speakers more than once
to understand their presentations, prep them for the meetings, recommend changes when needed, and
ensure the topic brings value to our members. He is a true ambassador for the LV ACP chapter, promoting
our chapter whenever possible and constantly thinking about how he can deliver new topics in new ways
to our members. 

Jeremy is pictured above with Donna Arobone,  Liberty Valley Chapter President  
 

Welcome to the newest members of the Liberty Valley Chapter!

William Baldwin
George Black
Thomas Costello
Laurence Ginsburg
David Hollinger
Nicole Jastrzembski
Jennifer Kessler
Ryan Roesler
Michael Tyler
Melody Wen

We've also had a few members re-join the Chapter! We're glad to have you back!  

Do you know someone who would like to become a member of the
ACP? Encourage them to join the Liberty Valley Chapter! Direct them to the
National ACP site to become a member!                      

Coming in 2018...

 

As mentioned previously, the Liberty Valley ACP
Chapter will begin a Sponsorship program in
2018.

The Sponsorship levels are: 

     $250
     $600
     $1,000

Click here to review the benefits of
each Sponsorship level.

Our Liberty Valley Chapter website is always updated with the
latest ACP events and news! 
 

https://acp-international.com/2016-01-18-21-02-10
http://chapters.acp-international.com/images/libertyvalley/LV_ACP_Sponsorship_Program_2017.pdf
http://chapters.acp-international.com/libertyvalley
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Don't forget about the ACP Liberty Valley Chapter LinkedIn group page! 
 

This social media group is a great way to network with fellow Chapter members
outside of our bi-monthly meetings. 

We hope you’ll join in this online conversation! If you have any questions about
the group page, please email publicrelations@libertyvalley.acp-international.com
or membership@libertyvalley.acp-international.com.  

 (**In order to be a member of the LinkedIn group, you will need to have an active
LinkedIn profile.)

Do you have news to share for the next Newsletter? Brag about yourself! We'd love
to hear from you!

E-mail contributions / ideas to Amy Lane.
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